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ABSTRACT:
Acoustic data can be a source of important information about events and the environment in modern cities. To date, much of the focus has been on monitoring noise pollution, but the urban soundscape contains a rich variety of signals about both human and natural phenomena. We describe the CitySounds project, which has installed enclosed sensor kits at several locations across a heavily used urban greenspace in the city of Edinburgh. The acoustic monitoring components regularly capture short clips in real-time of both ultrasonic and audible noises, for example encompassing bats, birds and other wildlife, traffic, and human. The sounds are complemented by collecting other data from sensors, such as temperature and relative humidity. To ensure privacy and compliance with relevant legislation, robust methods render completely unintelligible any traces of voice or conversation that may incidentally be overheard by the sensors. We have adopted a variety of methods to encourage community engagement with the audio data and to communicate the richness of urban soundscapes to a general audience.

1. INTRODUCTION

The concept of the ‘smart city’ has been subject to controversy and conflicting visions, especially over the relative primacy of technology-driven versus citizen-centric agendas (Hemment and Townsend, 2013; Hollands, 2015; Kitchin, 2014; McFarlane and Söderström, 2017). Nevertheless, the importance of environmental sensing tends to be a common thread running through these different models and has been boosted further by the spread of Internet of Things (IoT) sensor networks (Alvear et al., 2018; Gabrys, 2014; Jin et al., 2014; Perera et al., 2014). Sensors are used for a wide range of purposes in urban contexts, including air quality, footfall and traffic intensity, weather conditions and energy consumption. Although capture of sounds has figured in a number of city sensing initiatives, the focus has typically been on noise pollution.

Yet sounds can tell us much about what is happening in the world: about birds in the garden, people celebrating a night out on the town, fire engines rushing to an emergency. In the CitySounds project, we have set ourselves the goal of capturing a comprehensive ‘picture’ of the urban soundscape. Initially, our focus is on the sounds that can be detected in the Meadows, a much-used city-centre greenspace in Edinburgh. Longer term, we intend to expand to a wider variety of urban contexts, and indeed to reach out into the surrounding region, much of which is rural and sparsely populated.

The project, which is still at an early stage, involves a collaboration between university researchers (with expertise in data science, ecology, privacy policy, participatory design and digital sound composition) and members of third sector organisations and community groups; see section 4.1. In large part due to the engagement of these latter groups, the initial phase of work is mainly concerned with audio indicators of biodiversity. However, the Meadows park is bounded by one major road, and is itself an important thoroughfare for pedestrians and cyclists. It hosts annual fairgrounds and marquee-based festival events, as well many sporting facilities. Consequently, as well as capturing biophony — sounds created by birds, mammals, insects and other biological organisms, we are also interested in anthrophony — sounds created by human activities, including music, traffic, sirens, and so on; finally, geophony — sounds from the movement of wind and to a lesser extent water — also plays a role (Pijanowski et al., 2011b, 2011a).

Sounds lend themselves to both scientific study and artistic creation, and both of these have a part to play within our project. We have completed a ‘sprint’ to install a small array of networked sensor kits — Audio Capture Devices (ACDs) — and are in the early stages of a 12-month phase of 24/7 data collection; cf. section 3. In section 5 we highlight the technical and organizational measures taken by the project to support transparency and governance, with the goal of inculcating and sustaining public trust, complementing the support and participation stemming from the engagement activities described in section 4.

The audio samples that we will eventually collect through a year-long natural cycle will constitute a unique and substantial soundscape dataset. With further work, this large body of audio data could provide valuable training input for machine-learning.

Our project includes the following distinctive characteristics:
• Most previous work has focussed either on audible or ultrasonic frequencies; by contrast, CitySounds cover the whole gamut of audio signals from 20Hz up to 96kHz.
• We use a novel design of sensor kit based on low-cost commodity hardware.
• We have developed a highly secure architecture which protects data at source, in transit and in storage, combined with a robust set of measures for ensuring that any published data preserves privacy.

2. RELATED WORK

Research and practice involving acoustic data in urban contexts has many contributing strands. In this section, we survey some of the major components that provide a context for our research.
2.1 Soundscape

The notion of soundscape can be traced back to (Schäfer, 1994), where it refers to any acoustic environment that is treated as a field of study. Schäfer’s main concern was with noise, which "results when man does not listen carefully. Noises are the sounds we have learned to ignore" (Schäfer, 1994, p. 4). He argued that noise and noise pollution should be considered a factor in human and planetary well-being, and that the best approach to combating it was a positive one, by identifying sounds that "we want to preserve, encourage, multiply" (Schäfer, 1994, p. 4). Ingold (2007) has argued against the use of the term ‘soundscape’ on the grounds that sound is not something that can be ‘scaped’, or regarded from a distance. Nevertheless, the term is extremely useful both in connecting up disciplines where landscape is involved and in describing sonic environments.

2.2 Noise, Health and Wellbeing

The negative effects of noise pollution on health have been well documented. For example, chronic exposure to low-level noise triggers an increase in stress hormones which in turn can interfere with sleep, activity and cardiovascular health (Babisch, 2003; 2002); persistent chronic noise exposure increases the risk of cardiometabolic diseases such as hypertension, type 2 diabetes and stroke (Münzel et al., 2018); animal and human studies suggest that exposure to noise is also associated with cognitive impairment and with emotional response in humans, including annoyance and irritation (Münzel et al., 2018); systematic studies indicate that exposure to aircraft and road traffic noise is related to adverse birth outcomes (Nieuwenhuijsen et al., 2017).

The research of the World Soundscape Project1 led to some of the first governmental noise policies in the world. The EC Environmental Noise Directive 2002/49/EC (END, 2002) deals with noise from road, rail, air traffic and industry, focussing on the impact of such noise on individuals and requires member states to publish noise maps that will inform citizens of acoustic levels, measured in decibels. The maps are created by collecting data from static sensors and computing averages over the course of a year; the noise maps are updated once every five years. Often, the noise levels are represented as gradients on a heat map, as shown for example on the Amsterdam Noise Map 2017.2 However, with the wider availability of technology for automatic online noise measurement, it has become more feasible to carry out real-time monitoring (Alsina-Pagès et al., 2016), the results of which can be displayed interactively, such as on the Dublin City Environmental Noise website.3 The Glasgow 3D Sound Map4 goes a step further in allowing the user to view street panoramas on a web portal while listening to sounds recorded at that location.

Münzel et al. (2018) speculate that noise and air pollution may combine to act synergistically, although there is a lack of detailed evidence to support this. Interestingly, there is research to show that traffic noise correlates with air pollution from black carbon and particulate matter (Dekoninck et al., 2013, 2015), though Apparicio et al. (2016) have found little correlation in cyclists’ exposure to air pollution and noise. Given that commercial low-cost air quality sensors are still relatively inaccurate (Castell et al., 2017), at least at the concentration levels found in most European cities, measuring sound as a complementary data source may offer practical advantages.

2.3 Soundscape Ecology and Biodiversity

Acoustic monitoring of the natural environment has a relatively long history. SOSUS (Sound Surveillance System) was a project initiated during the cold war and involved underwater listening systems positioned around the Pacific and Atlantic oceans. SOSUS has been replaced by a number of other surveillance systems but many of the microphone arrays are still active and are used in Marine science research, in particular by the Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory.5 This group is gathering long-term data to assist in evaluating human impact on ocean wild life.

Many animals use sound for communication within social groups, during mating, feeding, for navigation and territory holding. By eavesdropping on animal sounds using passive acoustic recording (Browning et al., 2017), ecologists and conservationists can continuously monitor a wide range of ecological and behavioural parameters, including the presence and abundance of different species and activity patterns through the day and around the year. The technology has to date been used to monitor bats, birds, frogs, crickets, marine mammals, elephants and even some fish.

Recording devices are becoming cheap enough (e.g., Hill et al., 2018) to be deployed in large numbers and for use in citizen science (Newson et al., 2017). Since vast quantities of audio data can be generated by such surveys, it is becoming increasingly essential to automate the classification of recorded sounds by the species that made them (Stowell et al., 2016). The emerging field of sound scene analysis is developing computational techniques for analysing audio data captured in various environments, and involves detecting sound events and the context within which those events occur (Benetos et al., 2018). Automated classifiers using deep learning algorithms can now identify bat species in noisy, real world recordings with high precision (Mac Aodha et al., 2018).

Within increasingly congested and polluted cities, greenspaces provide multiple benefits, both in terms of ecosystem services and the mental and physical health of residents (Braubach et al., 2017; Wolch et al., 2014). Moreover, the quality of urban greenspaces and human well-being are closely linked (Niemelä, 2014), hence using acoustic data to monitor biodiversity in urban parks can form an important part of a larger strategy for managing public land.

2.4 Soundscape Composition

‘Soundscape composition’ is a genre of music production where recordings taken from the world are reformatted and restructured into pieces of music. Notable pioneers include Luc Ferrari, Barry Truax and Hildegard Westerkamp. There have been subsequent developments in the worlds of fine art (Janet Cardiff), installation art (Jen Finer), concert music (Francisco Lopez) and from film and television field recording (Bernie Krauss, Chris Watson).

A well-established soundscape project called Locus Sonus, led by a dedicated community of sonic artists, maintains a series of live microphones across the world that stream local soundscapes to a
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1 https://www.sfu.ca/sonic-studio/WSP
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3 http://dublincitynoise.sonitussystems.com
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dedicated server. The project leverages computer networks to create sonic connections on a global scale. The purpose of making accessible all of these real-time streams of sound is not to create an archive — the sounds are not recorded at source — but rather to open up new ways of listening to the world. Locus Sonus has become prominent for its role in hosting the annual International Dawn Chorus Day in early May.

An important initiative that connects soundscape, gardens and community engagement is the site-responsive sonic artwork Sounding out Spaces (Hayes and Stein, 2018), which ran in the Arizona Desert in 2017. Using embedded computers such as the Bela Platform and Raspberry Pi, the project analyses audio and biotic phenomena and creates a living soundscape for the garden in real-time. Young people from the area around the garden were invited to design sounds and sound-making machines that added to the existing soundscape.

2.5 Privacy, Trust and Data Literacy in the Smart City

The use of ubiquitous sensing and massive data collection to drive technical solutions for smart cities has raised widespread concern about the risks to privacy, and there has been a corresponding effort to develop measures for protecting privacy and engendering trust (Hancke et al., 2012; Martinez-Ballesté et al., 2013; van Zoonen, 2016). Trust is a highly complex concept (Gambetta, 1988; Misztal, 1996; Szompta, 1999) and is multidimensional in IoT applications, especially where people are unfamiliar with complex, networked systems (Harwood and Garry, 2017).

One ingredient for building higher levels of trust is engaging citizens in initiatives that foster greater understanding and agency and facilitate co-production of the smart city (de Waal and Dignum, 2017; Degbelo et al., 2016; Hemment et al., 2016; Twidle et al., 2013; Veeckman et al., 2017). The advent of digital tools based on connected, low-cost sensors is empowering ordinary people to increasingly participate in the collection and interpretation of data from urban environments (Alvear et al., 2018; Balestrini et al., 2017); participatory methods for measuring noise pollution in public spaces are discussed in (D’Hondt et al., 2014; Woods et al., 2018).

3. DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

3.1 Technical Framework

We collect data by means of custom-designed Audio Capture Devices (ACDs). Within the ACD box, there are two main components: a Raspberry Pi Zero W running a variant of Linux (Raspbian), and an Ultramic-192 microphone connected to the Raspberry Pi. Since we did not want to be constrained to gain access to mains power, we decided to opt for batteries as a power source, connected to a Raspberry Pi. A 30,000mAh battery currently lasts around a week or longer on a full charge, depending on how cold the weather is — battery performance deteriorates as the temperature drops.

The ACD enclosures have been designed to look like a large wooden weather-proofed “bird box” and to be placed in trees at a height of around 2.5–3m from the ground. For safety and security, they are secured by locked wire cable, and additionally held in place by bungee cord. The fastening system and box are designed specifically not to cause damage to the trees themselves, as they do not require screws or other fastenings to be embedded in or fixed to the trees. When the devices are in situ, we need to visit them periodically to exchange the battery. The box design enables secured easy access for this task.

The six ACDs operate as a collective continuous sound recording system. Each one captures a 10-second sample of audio per minute (cf. section 5.2), interleaved with one another in sequence so that a full 60 seconds of sound per minute is captured across all the ACDs. Immediately after an ACD completes its 10-second sample recording, it transfers the encrypted sound file over a dedicated, isolated and encrypted WiFi network we have created specifically for this project. The use of a wholly separate WiFi network for this project helps ensure the security and performance of the main institutional networks are not impacted nor at risk. In addition to the six ACDs, we have installed a Libelium-based sensor kit that measures temperature, atmospheric pressure and relative humidity. This data is transferred over a separate LoRaWAN infrastructure established prior to CitySounds. Sound frequency propagation in air is fundamentally affected by temperature, relative humidity and atmospheric pressure and so it is important to track these metrics for correct energy calculation of sound sources captured at the detector. The same metrics will enhance interpretation of weather-based sound events. Certain sound profiles, particularly those produced by wildlife, may also be correlated with environmental conditions.

3.2 Detecting Sound Events

CitySounds is still a work-in-progress, and so far, we have only captured a few months’ worth of data. The audio data files are
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6 http://locusonus.org/locustream/
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large in size and long in duration. 10-second samples at 192kHz are 3.5MB in size and each ACD generates 1.26GB every 6 hours. For preliminary exploration, we have developed an application that allows us to extract the spectral energy across each 10-second segment and save these aggregated snapshots of spectra alongside one another. It is possible to ‘scrub’ through the spectral content quickly but still use our ears to pick out areas of interest very quickly. Using this approach, we have been able to quickly identify the presence of bats, birds, people walking, builder activity, ambulance sirens and barkers.

Another approach we have explored involves concatenating the files into 6-hour chunks and generating long-duration spectrograms (Towsley et al., 2018) that give an overview of the period in question. Whole days and different ACDs can quickly be compared while trends, anomalies and other features (such as sounds in the ultrasonic band) noticed at a glance. Researchers can then home in on specific files and generate further close-up spectrograms of particular areas of interest.

4. ENGAGEMENT & PUBLIC COMMUNICATION

4.1 Partners and Stakeholders

A key partner for this project was Edinburgh Living Landscape, a consortium of organisations focusing on biodiversity in urban environments. Their joint policy objective is the search for more efficient and reliable ways to use new and existing data to inform land management at the ecosystem-scale for the benefit of people, wildlife and the economy. We are also working closely with FOMBL, a citizen-based organisation which coordinates a community garden on the Meadows and a programme of volunteer-led biodiversity projects.

4.2 Engagement Workshops

Overall coordination of community engagement within the project was managed by Edinburgh Living Lab. A key part of our approach to this project was to involve the most relevant stakeholders from the outset. This included soliciting input from core partners to the initial project proposal; inviting a broad spectrum of people onto our management team; and inviting an even wider group to an initial co-design workshop, which focussed on building engagement and impact around the project.

One of the first aims of our engagement workshops was to develop a shared understanding of the technology that was being used, what it could accomplish, how it might be applied to monitor biodiversity in different contexts, and what the avenues for broader engagement were. We also wanted to use the workshops to better understand how CitySounds data could contribute to community interest in the environment, particularly with respect to biodiversity in the city. We set three goals:

1. Develop a grounded understanding of what people want to know about their environment (the places and spaces around them) in the city and how they want to know about it, e.g., by collecting data, accessing data collected by others, viewing visualisations.

2. Demonstrate how new technologies and new methods of data collection and analysis can support people in finding out about their environment and exploring what skills can make this possible.

3. Demonstrate the value for the city (and eventually for the region) of supporting people in finding out about their environment through technology and data.

While it is not always easy to get a community gardener, a data scientist, a municipal biodiversity officer and a sound designer talking to each other, it worked amazingly well in this project. We formed new relationships and are continuing to build on them.

The project helps us to reflect on what we mean by ‘community’ and ‘citizen’ and on the potential role of new ideas and opportunities at the interface of technology and city issues. We aimed to reach biodiversity enthusiasts with new monitoring technology, data and communication methods; technology enthusiasts with sound recording devices and biodiversity data; sound art enthusiasts with audio and biodiversity data; but also to engage people using or interacting with the Meadows who have little or no experience of biodiversity monitoring, sound recording devices or audio data analysis and presentation. All of these people are in some way community members and citizens of Edinburgh, but the latter group was our ideal target and was, unsurprisingly, the most difficult to identify, reach out to, and draw in.

4.3 Sonic Art Installation

In order to communicate the value of soundscapes data to the broader public, over and above the biodiversity community, we created Sonikebana (Parker, 2018): a sonic art installation, or more accurately, a long-form soundscapes composition that is transformed and shaped by visitor-listeners who are invited to move portable loudspeakers around the space. Each speaker box contains a Raspberry Pi 3B+, an Adafruit LSM303 compass, a 20-watt amplifier, some loudspeaker cones usually found in car sound systems and a 30,000 mAh 5v battery. The speakers were built into standard-sized plywood packing cases. Holes were drilled in the bottom of the boxes where the speaker cones fired downwards. This meant that although sounds felt as though they ‘belonged’ to a specific box, they spread along the floor, making the speaker behave partially omni-directionally. We commissioned a graphic artist to design and then laser-etch images of abstracted local flora. Placing this on the lids of the boxes meant that there was a visual reward for getting closer to the boxes and pushing them around.

In order to reduce ground loop effects caused by the same battery powering the computer and the amplifier, a ground loop eliminator was placed on the audio cable connecting the amp and computer. The Raspberry Pi computer ran a Python script (MacLeod, 2018) that passed compass data across to Pure Data, a computer music programming language, using a protocol called Open Sound Control.

The sound quality of the recordings from the ACDs was noisier than we expected and at the point of the installation opening (April 2018), wind and the dreadful weather of early 2018 hampered many of the sounds we collected. Undesirable noise presents less of a problem for the biodiversity aspects of the project as we are looking for moments of change and difference across a very wide audio spectrum and can factor out many of
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these irritants. For the sonic art-piece we also needed distinctive and clear sounds from the site so that audio processes, when used, wouldn’t simply contribute more noise. Consequently, the installation used professionally gathered field recordings as well as sounds from the ACDs.

Recordings from various locations and times of day were grouped together and a different group of sounds placed inside each speaker. Data from the compass was mapped to change which recording was being played and to select which parameters would modulate the sounds. This guaranteed that every time a speaker was rolled along the floor, new sounds would emerge.

Much of the sound processing was relatively light in terms of the demands made on the Raspberry Pi’s CPU. These broadly involved changing the pitch of playback and how many layers might play at one time via slowly changing delay times and filters. However, real-time analysis of harmonic spectra was used to generate synthesised chords and distinctive melodies that were made dynamically from slowed-down bird song. This lent a particularly musical feel to the sound world.

5. PRIVACY AND SECURITY

5.1 Overview

It is important that the use of microphones is not, and is not perceived as, an audio surveillance system aimed at gathering information about human speech, conduct and interactions with harmful effects on individual privacy, dignity, and freedoms. Providing this assurance is a necessary requirement for a project that relies on public trust and collaboration, and that embraces the spirit of responsible research. From the outset, therefore, the project was designed to include governance and ethics mechanisms as well as oversight procedures that were strongly shaped by persons who are not members of the project team.

We are not able to completely eliminate the risk that some of the audio data we capture would contain traces of voice from passers-by. If the content of such spoken utterances is intelligible, it might contain information that would enable the identification of specific individuals and would therefore constitute personal data. Although we believe there is only a small risk of the ACDs recording intelligible speech, much of the value of the audio data that is captured will come from sharing it for further research and community engagement. Consequently, we have implemented a two-fold approach to ensure that none of the published audio data infringes on individual privacy. We believe that this meets the requirements of ‘data protection by design’ as set out in Article 25 of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR, 2016).

The first strand of our approach allows manual filtering of the audio data to select samples which contain no speech at all and thus require no further processing to ensure privacy. Two members of the project team independently review each such sample by listening to it and viewing the sample’s frequency spectrogram. The second strand of our approach is adopted when manual filtering fails to conclusively confirm that voice traces are absent, or it is not practical to use labour-intensive manual filtering at the required scale. In these cases, prior to any publication we will apply a voice-scrambling process to the audio sample that renders speech unintelligible. The voice scrambling algorithm is described in section 5.3.

Once we had established these mechanisms for addressing privacy concerns, we were able to produce a Privacy Impact Assessment (Data Protection Impact Assessment, in the terminology of Article 35 of the GDPR (GDPR, 2016) that explains the way in which the processing of any personal data captured by the project is minimised and any effects mitigated, so that the project is demonstrably within the scope of legal requirements.17 In addition, the ethical requirements that underlie the project are aimed at ensuring that possible adverse impacts that might not be sufficiently comprehended by the principles of data protection – for example, discriminatory effects – are anticipated and remedied. Among the procedures are a process for handling enquiries and complaints from members of the public, and an independent ethics and governance component that oversees the project.

5.2 Secure Data Collection

As mentioned earlier, in each specific ACD location only a 10-second sound sample is recorded, then a gap of 50 seconds before the next 10-second sample is recorded. This localised, discontinuous recording is advantageous from the perspective of privacy, meaning that only intermittent snippets of conversation could be captured by the system, even if individuals conversing remain standing next to one of the ACDs for an extended period of time.

The ACDs do not persist or cache any sound recordings on their local filesystem (stored on an SD card); they are held purely in volatile memory until transferred successfully (or transfer fails), at which point they are immediately deleted from the device. Thus, if someone were to tamper with the device, they would not have access to any sound recordings that have been made by that device.

The ACDs are in constant communication with the Data Collector (cf. Figure 2) and if an ACD fails to deliver a new audio file within a 60-second window of time, this automatically generates an alert to take remedial action, which includes immediately disabling the ACD account on the server to which it delivers data while the issue with the ACD in question is investigated further.

5.3 Voice Scrambling

In order to render speech unintelligible, various approaches have been explored that come under the general heading of ‘voice scrambling’ (Jayant et al., 1981). One possible approach would have been to use a Voice Activity Detector (VAD) (Ramírez et al., 2007); this would allow us to distinguish between speech and non-speech sounds, and to drop the signal whenever a voice is found to be present. However, we decided that it would be too challenging to create a VAD that would perform with high precision and recall on data in which the speech source may be distant. A VAD would probably also struggle to differentiate human voice from biotic sounds (e.g., bird calls) that occur in the same frequency range.

Instead, we developed an algorithm based on “sound shredding” which affects the signal at all times, whether or not voice is present. The basic principle in sound shredding is to first isolate the frequency range in which speech sounds occur; then to chop up the signal into equal-sized chunks called “grains”; and then to randomly shuffle the grains so that contiguous sounds are split up and dispersed. Techniques involving some variant of sound shredding seem to be the dominant choice in the literature and have been adopted by similar urban soundscape projects. Our

17 https://citysounds.eu/privacy/
algorithm closely follows the approach proposed by (Park et al., 2014) which in turn shows a significant overlap with related literature (e.g., Joliat et al., 2013; Kumar et al., 2015; Schmandt and Vallejo, 2003). In more detail, the algorithm proceeds as follows:

1. The speech audio band is extracted with a 3rd-order Butterworth bandpass filter.
2. The bandpassed signal is segmented into individual “grains” (windows) with 50% overlap.
3. Grains in close proximity are randomly shuffled — the shuffling window is shifted forwards at each time step.
4. A random set of grains are individually time-reversed.
5. A smoothed window (e.g., Hann) is applied to each grain.
6. The grains are recombined with overlap-add (OLA).
7. Finally, we reapply the bandpass filter (removing unexpected artefacts) before adding back the other bands.

Critical to the success of this approach are settings for the following parameters (default values in parentheses):

- speech band frequencies (80Hz to 7kHz);
- Butterworth filter order (3);
- overlap during segmentation (50%);
- size of grains (200ms);
- size and hop of shuffling group windows (3 and 1);
- probability of reversing a grain (0.3);
- smoothing window function (Hann).

The frequencies of the bandpass filter are crucial: as the sound shredding algorithm is only applied to this part of the signal, any speech left in the remaining bands would be easily extracted. If the grain size is too large it would make the speech more intelligible and easier to stitch back together in the right order; however, making the grains too small would make it very hard to recognise biotic sounds in the filtered frequencies. Smoothing by overlap and reversal of some grains makes it possible to retain a fairly large grain size without sacrificing effectiveness. Similarly, for the moving window within which grains are shuffled, there is a trade-off between how easy it would be to reverse the algorithm and the extent over which interesting sounds may be temporally distributed. An example of the effect of the algorithm is shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Power spectra for original signal (top), and sound-shredded signal (bottom).](image)

The main drawback of the algorithm is that it treats everything in the speech band as equal. It would be interesting to look at source separation or noise removal techniques which would allow us to keep any background noise constant.

We have carried out an indicative perceptual test with one external expert in order to estimate the residual intelligibility (Jayant et al., 1981) of speech that has been scrambled using our approach, and this confirmed the effectiveness of the sound shredding algorithm. In order to maximally ‘stress’ the algorithm, the pre-scrambled speech input was recorded in good conditions, without background noise.

### 6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have described a cyber-physical system that is able to capture wide-spectrum audio data 24/7. The project as described here is still at an early stage, and so far only has only captured approximately three months’ worth of data in what is intended to be a full 12 month cycle. We believe that the outcome will constitute a unique and substantial soundscape dataset. This in turn will allow us to develop robust audio classifiers capable of recognising different categories of events within a noisy city soundscape. Such machine learning models would be capable of automatically detecting the presence of birds, bats and other wildlife, and potentially distinguishing individual species on the basis of their sound signatures. Collecting data over this 12-month period will also enable us to demonstrate how biodiversity varies throughout the seasons.

The general public’s understanding and acceptance of smart city developments cannot be taken for granted, and projects must demonstrate their trustworthiness in a climate of growing suspicion about data collection and use, especially through systems that appear unusual and opaque. We see citizen engagement and co-production as crucial ingredients in developing trust. As we further develop our city IoT network, we will continue outreach activities in order to build relationships with people and groups interested in biodiversity monitoring. We will explore new methods of using audio data to improve the ways that we interact with and value greenspace and the natural environment in the city. Finally, we will be looking at ways that we can connect with and support community initiatives that are already underway and have strong and active groups around them.
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